In this paper, we investigate the solvability of boundary value problems for a class of vibration differential equation describing the fractional order damped system with signal stimulus. By presenting kernel function through the Laplace transform, and using the eigenvalue and the improved Leray-Schauder degree, the existence of solutions for boundary value problems is established.
Introduction
Fractional calculus has been applied more and more widely in many fields of science and engineering, many scholars have done a lot of research on it [1] - [8] .
When describing fractional Brownian motion in Anomalous diffusion, if time fractional differential operator is introduced, fractional Langevin equation [9] ( ) ( ) ( ) Fractional differential equations are also used to describe damped vibrations in viscoelastic media. In [10] , Podlubny studied the initial value problem for the inhomogeneous Bagley-Torvik equation 
Preliminaries
In this part, we recall some definitions and lemmas which are critical to the existence result. 
Proof. By Definition 3 and Lemma 2, we can get , 0
Proof. 
2) In view of ( ) 1 g t is represented by absolutely and uniformly convergent Journal of Applied Mathematics and Physics
3) From the definition of ( )
2 ,1 ,
The proof is complete. 
Proof. By Lemma 1, we have
Apply Laplace transform to both sides of
By virtue of Lemma 4, we can show 
then we can get the inverse Laplace transform for (2.5) is
Substituting (2.7) into (2.6), we get
G t s is defined by (2.3).
On the other hand, by using the above proof, if ( )
Furthermore, we can get the inverse Laplace transform for (2.10) is Proof. By the definition of ( ) , G t s and Lemma 5, we get
The proof is complete. Define the operators , : : A E E → is completely continuous.
The Existence of the Solutions
T A E E → , () ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 1 01 0 , d , ,, d .
Tx t G t s x s s Ax t G t s f s x s s

Proof. Let
Obviously, 
Ax t Ax t G t s f s x s f s x s s G t s f s x s f s x s s
Proof. Since 
So we have Generalizing the previous lemmas, we obtain the following result. 
